Methylation of CpG (cytosine-phosphate-guanine) dinucleotides is a common epigenetic mark that influences gene expression. The effects of methylation on transcription factor (TF) binding are unknown for most TFs and, even when known, such knowledge is often only qualitative. In reality, methylation sensitivity is a quantitative effect, just as changes to the DNA sequence have quantitative effects on TF binding affinity. We describe Methyl-Spec-seq, an easy-to-use method that measures the effects of CpG methylation (mCPG) on binding affinity for hundreds to thousands of variants in parallel, allowing one to quantitatively assess the effects at every position in a binding site. We demonstrate its use on several important DNA binding proteins. We calibrate the accuracy of Methyl-Spec-seq using a novel two-color competitive fluorescence anisotropy method that can accurately determine the relative affinities of two sequences in solution. We also present software that extends standard methods for representing, visualizing, and searching for matches to binding site motifs to include the effects of methylation. These tools facilitate the study of the consequences for gene regulation of epigenetic marks on DNA.
INTRODUCTION
Methylation of CpG (cytosine-phosphate-guanine) (hereinafter mCpG) dinucleotides is a common epigenetic mark that can either positively or negatively affect the binding of transcription factors (TFs) to specific sites in genomic DNA and alter gene expression (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . The effect of methylation on binding affinity for most TFs is unknown, but a recent modification of the high-throughput systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (HT-SELEX) approach-methyl-SELEXhas greatly increased the number of TFs with measured sensitivities to mCpG (8) . Of the nearly one-half of human TFs assayed, about 40% were insensitive to methylation, about 25% showed decreased binding to mCpG, and the remaining~35% of assayed TFs showed increased binding to mCpG, sometimes to alternative motifs (3, 8) . The number of TFs with increased affinity to mCpG-containing DNA is surprising given that DNA methylation is usually associated with transcriptional repression. Many of the TFs with increased affinity are homeodomain proteins involved in developmental processes. The work by Yin et al. (8) provides a very valuable resource about the sensitivity of many TFs to CpG methylation. However, it still covers less than half of human TFs and none from model organisms, although specificities of closely related TFs can sometimes be inferred based on protein similarity (9) . Another similar method, EpiSELEX-seq, has been applied to a smaller number TFs with an emphasis on inferring quantitative models of the effects of DNA methylation (10) .
The specificities for the TFs in recent studies are represented by position weight matrices (PWMs) for each of the two states of DNA: methylated and unmethylated (8, 10) . The scores obtained from the PWM for particular sequences are useful for predicting and ranking potential binding sites in a genome and for predicting the direction of change in binding affinity for variant binding sites, including changes from CpG to mCpG. However, as the authors of methyl-SELEX point out, their scores are "only rough estimates of affinity, and calibration of the motifs using standards, and/or methods such as Spec-seq should be used if precise relative affinity values are desired" (8) . We describe Methyl-Spec-seq, an augmented version of Spec-seq (11, 12) that provides high-resolution measurements of relative binding affinity for hundreds to thousands of binding sites in parallel, including the effects of DNA methylation on binding affinity. Methyl-Spec-seq allows one to determine the effects of introducing mCpG at every position within a binding site by enzymatic methylation of DNA libraries, and by using synthetically methylated DNAs, one can also determine the contributions of methyl groups from the two DNA strands independently. It is easy to perform and requires only standard molecular biology techniques and equipment. To assess the accuracy of the Methyl-Spec-seq results, we introduce a method of two-color competitive fluorescence anisotropy (2color-CFA). By measuring the anisotropy of two different DNA sequences, each labeled with a different fluorophore in the same binding reaction, the relative affinity of the two sequences in equilibrium solution conditions can be directly determined. We also introduce an enhanced software platform to deal with the new data. In modeling the effects of methylation on DNA binding affinity, we considered DNA as being composed of a six-letter alphabet. As illustrated in fig. S1 , besides the normal A, C, G, and T, there is methyl-C, denoted by M, and a G that is opposite to a methyl-C on the complementary strand, denoted by W (upside-down M). PWMs and sequence logos only display the information from one strand of DNA, although the specificity determining base interaction may occur with either strand. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between two types of G basesthose opposite to a C from those opposite to a methyl-C. We extend the energy PWM (ePWM) model to include all six possible bases, and we devise a new energy logo, Meth-eLogo, that includes the energetic contributions of the methylated bases to binding energy. We also describe software for searching DNA sequences that can show the potential binding sites in genomic regions under the two different states of methylated and unmethylated DNA. In addition to quantitatively validating the effect of mCpG on the binding specificity of the imprinting maintenance zinc finger protein ZFP57, we demonstrate the use of MethylSpec-seq and the associated methods on identifying the effect of mCpG on the binding specificity of CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), B cell-activating transcription factor 1 (BATF1), glioma-associated oncogene homolog 1 (GLI1), and homeobox B13 (HOXB13). Furthermore, we report previously undocumented binding motifs for BATF1 and GLI1 and exhibit how the software platform can be used to infer opposing effects of mCpG on DNA binding of ZFP57 and GLI1 that can potentially modulate regulation of the PTCH1 gene. We also show, with both ZFP57 and HOXB13, that Methyl-Spec-seq can easily determine the independent energetic contribution of the methyl group on each strand, information not generally obtained with other approaches.
RESULTS
Methylation sensitivity of ZFP57 ZFP57 was previously identified to be a critical TF for maintaining genomic imprinting patterns among placental mammals (13, 14) . Zinc fingers 2 and 3 of mouse ZFP57 can preferentially bind to methylated TGCCGC hexamer sites over unmethylated ones (15, 16) , and mutations disrupting its DNA binding domain cause transient neonatal diabetes mellitus type 1 (17) . Figure 1A describes the basic workflow of Methyl-Spec-seq and its use in studying the DNA binding specificity and methylation sensitivity of mouse ZFP57. Figure 1B lists the nine randomized libraries used, each containing three randomized positions, for a total complexity of 576 sequences. We include six positions 5′ of the consensus motif to test whether zinc finger 1 contributes to specificity. One library is entirely unmethylated (ZFP57-R2-unmethylated). In some libraries, the C at position 4 and/or the C opposite the G at position 5 are methylated during synthesis of the DNA, whereas in the randomized positions, methylation will occur at CpG dinucleotides only if the DNA is treated with M.SssI methyltransferase (see Materials and Methods). The four versions of the synthetic consensus hexamer are unmethylated (TGCCGC), top-strand hemimethylated (TGCMGC), bottom-strand hemimethylated (TGCCWC), and duplex methylated (TGCMWC). Figure 1C shows the relative binding energy for the 64 variants of positions −2 to 0 from the five different R2 libraries: unmethylated, enzymatically methylated, synthetically duplex methylated (both top and bottom strands), and hemimethylated, on each of the top and bottom strands. The overall range of binding affinities across the 64 variants is small, just more than 1 kT (k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature used in experiments), indicating that those positions do not contribute much to binding specificity. Positions −5 to −3 also show very little variation in binding energy (Fig. 1D) , allowing us to conclude that zinc finger 1 does not contribute much to specificity. However, there is a consistent decrease in binding energy (increase in binding affinity) of about 1.8 kT for the fully methylated DNA compared to the unmethylated DNA. The enzymatically methylated DNA has a binding energy nearly identical to that of the synthetically duplex methylated DNA, indicating that the enzymatic methylation was very efficient. When only the top strand is methylated, the decrease in binding energy (increase in affinity) compared to unmethylated is only about −0.3 kT, whereas the hemimethylated bottom strand shows a change of about −1.5 kT in binding energy. This is consistent with previous measurements that showed that almost the entire preference for binding methylated DNA is due to the methyl group on the bottom strand (16) .
We extend the standard energy matrix model [ePWM, a version of a PWM where the elements of the matrix are the energetic contributions of each base at each position to the total binding energy (18, 19) ] to include the energetic contributions of methyl groups on C (other possible base modifications are easily added) ( fig. S2 ). In the Meth-eLogo (Fig. 1D) , M indicates the contribution of the methyl group to C on the "top strand" (the one shown in the Meth-eLogo), and W indicates the energy contribution of the methylated C on the other strand, opposite to the G that is included in the eLogo. These energy contributions are the changes in binding energy, when the Cs are methylated compared to the unmethylated Cs. Therefore, in the Meth-eLogo, ignoring M and W provides the standard eLogo for unmethylated sequences, and C + M and G + W are the energies associated with methylated sequences. Methylation energies can be either positive (decreasing binding affinity) or negative (increasing binding affinity) and are shown either below the line or above the line, respectively. 2color-CFA: Validation of Methyl-Spec-seq Fluorescence anisotropy is a method for measuring binding affinity in solution (20, 21) . CFA has been developed as a sensitive assay of the relative affinity of two sequences, where one is fluorescently labeled and the other is an unlabeled competitor (22) . By labeling both DNAs with distinct fluorophores [we use fluorescein (FAM) and carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA)], one can simultaneously assess the binding occupancy of each sequence under identical conditions and therefore directly measure relative binding affinity (see Materials and Methods). The principles of 2color-CFA are illustrated in Fig. 2A . We chose the duplex methylated ATCTATTGCMWC as the reference site with TAMRA labeled on the 5′ end (ME-TAMRA), and FAM was used to label the competitor dsDNA probes with four different methylation states: unmethylated (UN-FAM), top-strand hemimethylated (HM-top-FAM), bottom-strand hemimethylated (HM-bottom-FAM), and duplex methylated (ME-FAM), as illustrated in Fig. 2B . For the reactions with the same preferred sequence for both fluorophores (ME-FAM and ME-TAMRA), the binding probability for the two probes should always be the same; therefore, as we increased the protein concentration from low to high, there should be a linear correspondence between ME-FAM and ME-TAMRA anisotropy signals, which matches our observation quite well (Fig. 2C , ME-FAM versus ME-TAMRA). Furthermore, this establishes the relative amount of change in the anisotropy values for the two fluorophores at equivalent site occupancies. From the anisotropy data for competition between the reference sequence, ME-TAMRA, and each of the four other sequences, UN-FAM, HM-top-FAM, HM-bottom-FAM, and ME-FAM, we can determine relative affinities ( Fig. 2C; see fig. S3 for complete data).
The anisotropy for DNA sequence S i , labeled with fluorophore X, depends on the probability (or fraction) of the sequence that is bound, P(B|S i )
where b X,i is the background anisotropy for that sequence and fluorophore, which is the anisotropy in the absence of protein. a x,i is the rate of change of the anisotropy with changes in the binding probability of the sequence, which depends on the protein concentration
where [TF] is the concentration of the free protein (TF) and K i is the association constant of the TF for sequence S i . If the reaction is at low protein concentration, such that
Combining these equations for experiments performed at low protein concentration, we can determine the relative affinities of two sequences, S i and S j , from the measured anisotropy of two 
where f(⋅) refers to the slope of the ratios of the two anisotropy measurements obtained over several protein concentrations. Figure 2C shows the entire set of data points, from four independent experiments, for many different protein concentrations for the four different methylation states of the DNA, all using the ME-TAMRA as the reference sequence ( fig. S3 ). The slopes are obtained using only those points for which the TAMRA anisotropy is less than 150, where the points are all approximately linear; the R 2 for the slopes ranges from 0.86 (for UN-FAM) to 0.97 (MET-FAM), indicating the highly reproducible measurements. The ratio aF;j a T;i ¼ 1:1 is obtained from the experiment, where the reference sequence is labeled with both fluorophores (ME-TAMRA and ME-FAM). For the other sequences, the relative binding energies are 1.5, 1.1, and 0.3 kT for unmethylated, top-methylated, and bottom-methylated, respectively. Those values are consistent with the ones obtained from Methyl-Spec-seq although slightly smaller in magnitude. They are also somewhat smaller numbers than those reported previously, but all of the results consistently show that the strong preference for methylated DNA over unmethylated DNA is due almost entirely to the methyl group on the bottom strand (16) .
CTCF binding affinity drops with CpG-methylation (mCPG) at some positions After we validated the resolution and throughput of Methyl-Spec-seq by using ZFP57 and demonstrating that the specificity information obtained from the use of enzymatically methylated DNA is comparable to that of synthetically methylated DNA, we extended this method to studying another ZFP-CTCF. We demonstrate that it is feasible to systematically scan the whole binding site and test the mCPG at every position within the binding site by enzymatic methylation. Our library design and Methyl-Spec-seq results for the mouse CTCF insulator protein are shown in Fig. 3 . CTCF is a critical component for establishing the three-dimensional genomic architecture and known to be subject to mCpG modulation (23, 24) . However, a recent study shows that most genomic sites for CTCF have the same occupancy whether or not they are methylated (25) . In our randomized libraries design, including both unmethylated and enzymatically methylated DNA, we deliberately picked a non-CpG-containing site, CCACTAGGGGGCACTA, as the reference site instead of the canonical CCACTAGGGGGCGCTA (the difference in sequence is underlined; Fig. 3A) . The libraries R1 to R5 were designed to overlap by 1 base pair (bp) so that CpG dinucleotides in every possible position will be included at least once. Each library has four randomized positions; thus, there are more than 1200 different sequences in each of the methylated and unmethylated libraries. Some previous work suggested the existence of an "upstream motif" at variable distance to the canonical core motif (26) , but in this work, we focused only on characterizing the commonly found core motif using the partially truncated mouse CTCF carrying only zinc fingers 1 to 9 for the protein-DNA binding assay.
One advantage of working with enzymatically methylated DNA is that M.SssI can only methylate the CpG dinucleotide but has no effect on other dinucleotide sequences. Therefore, all non-CpG-containing sites shared between unmethylated and M.SssI-treated DNA libraries serve as controls to gauge the intrinsic reproducibility in our experiment. As shown in Fig.  3B , for almost all high-affinity (low-energy) sites, the energy deviation between unmethylated and M.SssI-treated non-CpG-containing sites falls within 0.25 kT deviation bounds, which is consistent with the measurement resolution of our other Spec-seq experiments (12, (27) (28) (29) (30) .
Among the CpG-containing sites, methylation of CCGGTAGGG-GGCACTA has a higher binding energy of 1 kT than the unmethylated The horizontal axis represents FAM anisotropy involving the protein-competitor complex, whereas the vertical axis represents TAMRA signal for the protein-reference complex. The inset shows the binding energy differences between the competitor sequences and the reference. Energy differences are computed from the natural log of the ratio in Eq. 3, obtained from the best linear fit to the data using only points with TAMRA anisotropy values <150.
one, indicating that mCpG in positions 2 and 3 can inhibit DNA binding by decreasing the affinity up to threefold, which is consistent with a prior report showing that positions 2 and 3 are most sensitive to DNA methylation (31) . Although there are some divergences for lowaffinity (high-energy) binding sites, we did not find any strongly methylation-sensitive locus besides positions 2 and 3. The CTCF Meth-eLogo (Fig. 3C) is based on the energy values of reference site and all its single variants, including the methylation effect ( fig. S2 ).
Methyl-Spec-seq reveals new binding preference for BATF1
BATF is an activating protein 1 (AP1) family member composed of a heterodimer of JunB and BATF1 (Fig. 4A) (32, 33) . In determining its specificity for binding sites, we discovered that it binds with nearly equal affinity to both 7-bp-and 8-bp-long sites containing the AP1 consensus sequences TGA(C/G)TCA and TGACGTCA, respectively (Fig. 4, C and D) , which has not been reported previously. Because the 8-bp-long binding site contains a CG in the center, we tested its methylation sensitivity. Figure 4B shows the libraries used for Methyl-Specseq and the effect of methylation on binding energy ( fig. S4 ). For the 8-bp site, we observe an increase in binding energy of nearly 0.6 kT with the presence of mCpG on either strand and about 1.2 kT for fully methylated DNA (Fig. 4E and fig. S2 ). This is nearly identical to the reduction in binding affinity reported for the related TF activating transcription factor 4 when methylated at the central CpG (10) .
Effect of mCpG on GLI1 binding affinity and regulation of PTCH1 GLI1 is a ZFP involved in the hedgehog signaling pathway (34) with a known consensus site of GACCACCCA (35, 36) that interacts with zinc fingers 4 and 5 via an unusual arrangement of amino acid-DNA contacts (37) . One gene regulated by GLI1 is PTCH1, the upstream signaling regulator of Sonic hedgehog pathway (38) . This essentially forms an autoregulatory feedback to modulate the protein homeostasis of GLI1 inside the nucleus. Although the GLI1 consensus site contains no CpGs, expression of PTCH1 and binding by GLI1 have been shown to be sensitive to methylation of the promoter region in certain cancers (38) (39) (40) . Using Spec-seq and libraries with a 7-bplong region 3′ of the known consensus, we find an extended consensus sequence of CGTCGCA that may interact with zinc fingers 2 and 3 (Fig. 5A ). This extended consensus sequence, which contains two CpGs, is present in the PTCH1 promoter region of placental mammals (Fig. 5B) . We tested whether methylation of those CpGs affected binding using Methyl-Spec-seq with the libraries shown in Fig. 5C . Methylation of both of the preferred CpGs has a large increase in binding energy (Fig. 5, A and C, and fig. S2 ). There is a ZFP57 binding sequence (Fig. 1D ) adjacent to the GLI1 binding site that is conserved in the placental mammals, all of which contain the ZFP57 gene (Fig. 5B) . Although, to our knowledge, there is no evidence for ZFP57 binding to this site, it is interesting to speculate that ZFP57 and GLI1 alternatively bind to this region depending on its methylation status. The predicted binding energy for this region, on the basis of the ePWMs that include the methylation energies ( fig. S2 ), is shown in Fig. 5D . In the unmethylated state, GLI1 is predicted to bind with high affinity and ZFP57 with very low affinity, whereas if the DNA is methylated, the predicted binding affinities are reversed. By using ePWMs that contain information about the effects of methylation on binding energy, one can readily obtain predictions about differences in binding site occupancy under alternative states of DNA methylation. mCpG contributions to alternative motifs for HOXB13 HOXB13 is a homeodomain TF that is required for normal prostate development (41, 42) , and mutations of the gene are associated with prostate and other cancers (43, 44) . Using HT-SELEX, Jolma et al. identified a primary motif with a preferred sequence of CCAATAAAA and a secondary motif of CTCGTAAAA, with differences between them in three consecutive positions (underlined) (9, 45) . From protein binding microarray data, a motif that is a combination of the those two motifs [C(C/T)(C/A)(A/G)TAAAA] was found (9) . Using methyl-SELEX, Yin et al. (8) found the CAA version of the motif enriched only in unmethylated DNA, whereas the TCG motif was preferred in both methylated and unmethylated DNA. They also found evidence for both motifs in ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing) data. The fact that the two preferred binding sites differ at each of three consecutive positions implies nonadditivity in the binding interaction. To quantify the contributions of different sequences at those positions and to measure the effects of methylation on the two strands independently, we designed libraries in which all possible sequences occur at those three positions in four possible states: unmethylated, duplex methylated, and hemimethylated, on each strand separately (Fig. 6A) . Replicate experiments show highly reproducible results across the entire range of binding affinities ( fig. S5) .
Consistent with the finding on unmethylated DNA by Jolma et al. (45) , if we used the ePWM derived from TCG and all its single variants to predict the binding energy of every sequence, we found that the measured values for many variants are significantly below the predicted energies (higher affinity than predicted by the ePWM, Fig. 6B ). CAA is the most significant outlier, but several other sequences with multiple changes from the TCG reference also show much higher affinity than predicted, indicating a large degree on nonindependence between positions in the binding site interaction.
When considering the effects of methylation, there are several surprising results not observed in the previous report (8) . These are partially represented by the Meth-eLogos that have been generated separately for the reference sequence TCG and all single base variants, including methylation state (Fig. 6C) , and for the alternative reference C(A/C)A and its single base variants, including methylation state ( Fig. 6D; ePWMs are shown in fig. S2 ). The first surprise is that only the methyl group on the middle position contributes to increased binding affinity; the bottom-hemimethylation at the third position has essentially no contribution [the average is about 0.1 kT increase in binding energy for the TCG motif and −0.1 kT for the C(A/C)A motif, within the measurement uncertainty range and too small to be included in the ePWMs]. This is inconsistent with the structural model presented by Yin et al. (8) that suggested that the methyl groups on both strands would contribute to increased binding affinity of methylated DNA, and although methylation of the C at position 2 increases binding affinity for both motifs, the quantitative effects are much different. For the TCG motif, the average contribution of top-hemimethylation is −0.8 kT, whereas for the C(A/C)A motif, the average contribution is −1.5 kT (fig. S2) .
The independent effects of methylation on the two strands and the large degree of context dependence are illustrated in Fig. 6E . The reference sequence is unmethylated TCG with a defined energy of 0. For each of the four possible methylation states, all sequences within a range of 1.6 kT (either positive or negative) are shown. In unmethylated DNA, there are five sequences with binding energies between 1.1 and 1.6 kT: TCA, TAT, CAA, CTA, and CCA. Only the reference sequence TCG can be methylated opposite the G at position 3 (bottom-hemimethylated DNA), which increases the binding energy (~0.1 kT). When the C at position 2 is methylated (top-hemimethylated DNA), CMA is the highest-affinity sequence in the entire collection, decreasing the binding energy by −3.1 kT over CCA. TMG decreases the energy to −0.8 kT but is no better than TMA, which decreases the energy by about −2 kT. ACA and CCG are not within the range plotted for unmethylated DNA, but methylation of their Cs in position 2 decreases the binding energy sufficiently to bring them into the plot. AMA decreases the binding energy to about 0 (the same as the unmethylated reference), and CMG decreases to about 1.4 kT, within the range of several of the top unmethylated sequences. Among all of those sequences, only TCG and CCG can be duplex methylated, and in both cases, there is a very small decrease in binding energy compared to the top-hemimethylated DNA.
Although the results with hemimethylated DNA are probably not relevant to in vivo binding, they are informative about the mechanism of interaction. Clearly, only one of the two methyl additions contributes significantly to increased binding affinity, and the magnitude of that increase is highly context-dependent. These results indicate that the interaction of HOXB13 with DNA and the effects on the interaction from adding a methyl group at one specific position are highly complex and nonindependent and probably involve alternative modes of binding to the DNA.
DISCUSSION
Methyl-Spec-seq provides quantitative measurements of the effect of mCpG on the specificity of DNA binding proteins. The affinity of individual proteins may be either increased or decreased upon methylation, and the effects may vary at different positions within the binding site. By simultaneously assessing the relative affinities of hundreds to thousands of binding sites, including the effects of methylation, it facilitates the quantitative modeling of mCpG effects on gene regulation. It is easy to independently assay the effects of methylation on each strand, which may lead to insights into the mechanistic details of the interaction. It requires only standard molecular biology equipment and availability of synthetic DNA and DNA sequencing facilities. A 2color-CFA method that can accurately measure relative binding affinities between two sequences under equilibrium solution conditions shows that Methyl-Spec-seq results are quantitatively quite accurate. We also introduce augmented software that allows one to include the contributions of methylation of C residues to standard ePWMs and to provide a convenient method of visually displaying that information with Meth-eLogos. We also describe the use of the extended ePWMs in searching genomes, where one can predict the probability of binding to specific sites in either methylated or unmethylated states. The recent report of methylation sensitivity for a large fraction of human TFs provides a valuable resource (8) , but in cases where the TF of interest is not included in that collection or more precise energy parameters are desired, Methyl-Specseq provides a very tractable approach to obtain the needed information.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Methyl-Spec-seq libraries design As opposed to conventional Spec-seq workflow, in Methyl-Spec-seq, each DNA sequence can exist in multiple methylation states: unmethylated, hemimethylated, and duplex methylated (Fig. 1A  and fig. S1) (11, 12) . Moreover, each methylated CpG site could be made either by direct chemical synthesis (either hemimethylated or duplex) at designated positions or by M.SssI enzymatic treatment for every CpG dinucleotide inside the template. Text S1 includes detailed lists of all the used randomized DNA template sequences and corresponding primers in aligned format. Each methylation state of DNA sequence is uniquely distinguished by a barcode in the flanking region of randomized binding sites. For mouse ZFP57 specifically, we designed five 3-nucleotide-long barcodes in designated positions (−8 to −6) to represent unmethylated, top hemimethylated, bottom hemimethylated, chemically duplex methylated, and M.SssImethylated DNA, respectively. Duplex DNA libraries for ZFP57, excluding R1-duplex methylated, R2-top hemimethylated, R2-bottom hemimethylated, and R2-duplex methylated, were made by incubating templates and 5′-FAM labeled primer, Physics-FAM, or Physics-GMG-FAM (text S1) in a single round of Taq-polymerase [New England Biolabs (NEB)] extension (95°C for 15 s and 52°C for 12 min, cooled to room temperature). All randomized libraries, except for GLI1-Rand6-duplex methylated, were annealed and extended in a forwardtemplate/reverse-primer fashion.
Enzymatic methylation of CpGs by M.SssI
Up to 2 mg of fully extended dsDNA libraries was incubated with 20 U of M.SssI enzyme (NEB) at 37°C for 1 hour. Given previous report of M.SssI's potential topoisomerase activity (46) in the presence of Mg2 + , we used a buffer containing 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 10 mM EDTA, and 320 mM S-Adenosylmethionine (SAM) at 25°C for optimal activity. After M.SssI methylation, purified dsDNA libraries were further digested by a cocktail of methyl-CpG-sensitive restriction enzymes, including Hpa II (CCGG), Hha I (GCGC), Aci I (CCGC), Hpy CH4IV (ACGT), and BstU I (CGCG), so that all those remaining unmethylated sites matching any of the above cutting sites should be digested. The digestion reaction was run in 1× NEB CutSmart buffer at 37°C for 30 min.
Pooling of dsDNA libraries with different methylation states
The dsDNA libraries with different methylation states were mixed together according to their internal sequence diversity, so that, on average, each sequence variant would have a similar percentage in the final sequencing pool.
Cloning, expression, and purification of recombinant proteins The coding sequences of ZFP57 (77 to 198; UniProt Q8C6P8-1), CTCF (241 to 523; UniProt Q61164-1), and HOXB13 (202 to 286; UniProt P70321) were PCR-amplified from cDNA libraries of mouse embryonic stem cells or mouse genomic DNA. GLI1 (226 to 398; UniProt P47806-1), BATF (full; UniProt O35284), and JunB (146 to 344; UniProt P09450-1) were separately synthesized by gBlocks [Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT)] service. All linear dsDNA fragments except JunB were cloned into NEB dihydrofolate reductase control vector (as in fig. S8 ) by In-Fusion homology recombination for Escherichia colibased protein expression under T7 promoter (BL21) cells, whereas JunB was separately cloned into pBR322-based vector for coexpression with BATF gene. All clones were verified by Sanger sequencing.
After extensive trial-and-error efforts to express ZFPs in E. coli, we found that hisSUMO tag conferred ideal protein solubility and stability for downstream work. At least 15 residue linkers were put between the SUMO (small ubiquitin-like modifier) tag and the gene of interest (ZFP57, CTCF, Gli1, and HOXB13) . The protein expression and nickel column-based purification protocols were essentially the same as our previously published work except that 100 mM ZnCl 2 was added into LB culture medium, cell suspension buffer, and protein binding and elution buffer for proper folding of ZFPs. Purified protein stocks were stored in 25% glycerol, 10 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.5 at 25°C), 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM ZnCl 2 , and 1 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) at −20°C condition for long-term use.
The AP1 family TFs JunB and BATF1 function as heterodimers ( Fig. 4B) (33) ; thus, we designed two separate constructs, JunB6×His (low copy, kanamycin-resistant) and mCherry-BATF1 (high copy, ampicillin-resistant), and cotransformed them into E. coli BL-21 (DE3) cells under the co-selection of kanamycin and ampicillin. After overnight isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) induction of 100 ml of liquid culture at 30°C, cell pellets were harvested, sonicated, and spun down. The supernatant was used for Sepharose (GE Healthcare) ion-exchange chromatography and nickel column purification sequentially. During the whole process, mCherry was used as indicator for the presence of heterodimer TFs. The final product was analyzed on SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel to confirm the purity and 1:1 molar ratio between JunB and BATF1.
The purified protein stocks were stored in 10 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 25% glycerol, 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM ZnCl 2 , and 1 mM TCEP at −20°C. Protein concentration was measured by using the equation C = (1.55 × A 280 ) − (0.76 × A 260 ), where C is the concentration of the protein in milligrams per milliliter, A 280 is the absorbance of protein samples at 280 nm, and A 260 is the absorbance at 260 nm.
Besides E. coli (BL21)-based protein expression, we succeeded in using the PURExpress system (NEB) for cell-free expression of hisSUMO-HOXB13 protein. Briefly, up to 200 ng of linear PCR fragment of hisSUMO-HOXB13 construct-carrying T7 promoter and terminator was coincubated with the 25-ml PURExpress reactions with murine RNase inhibitor inside for 2 hours at 37°C. The expressed product could be directly used for electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) work and was confirmed by Spec-seq result later. Without SUMO tag on the N terminus, we could not detect a shifted band for the in vitro expressed HOXB13 protein alone; thus, this SUMObased expression strategy may serve as a good starting point for other Spec-seq assays.
DNA separation by EMSA, extraction, amplification, and sequencing All protein-DNA binding reactions were run in 1× NEB CutSmart buffer [50 mM potassium acetate, 20 mM tris-acetate, 10 mM Mg acetate, and bovine serum albumin (100 mg/ml) (pH 7.9)] in 20 ml volume. Usually, 200 ng of premixed dsDNA libraries was used in each reaction. The DNA was titrated with protein, from low to high concentration, into a series of samples and incubated at room temperature for at least 30 min. EMSAs were run in 9% tris-glycine gel at 200 V for 30 min in a cold room (~4°C) by default. The Supplementary Materials figs. S6 and S7 include EMSA sample gel pictures for all the proteins. The DNA extraction, amplification, and sequencing protocols are the same with normal Spec-seq (28) . Briefly, the FAM-labeled DNA fragments in the bound and unbound fractions were visualized by a Bio-Rad imager with a 520-nM band-pass filter. The visible bands were excised from the gels, and DNAs were extracted and purified using acrylamide extraction buffer (100 mM NH 4 OAc, 10 mM Mg acetate, and 0.1% SDS) and Qiagen gel purification columns, as previously described. The DNAs were amplified for 10 cycles and barcoded simultaneously by indexed Illumina primers (see text S1).
Methyl-Spec-seq data analysis and energy logo visualization In a protein-DNA binding reaction, the dissociation constant, K D , is defined as the ratio of the equilibrium concentrations of reactants and the DNA-protein complex
Therefore, in a binding reaction involving a TF and a library of DNAs, the ratio of the concentrations of the bound and unbound species, directly proportional to the number of individual DNA molecules in those fractions, determines the relative specificity of the competing DNA binding sites (11, 12) 
Note that N B and N U are the numbers of reads of a species (S) in bound or unbound fractions, respectively.
In Methyl-Spec-seq, depending on the library design, each sequencing read carries two pieces of information-the DNA methylation status and the binding site sequence. The sequencing results from Illumina 1X75 MiSeq runs were filtered and sorted based on conserved regions and methylation-specific barcodes and then counted for bindingsite energy analysis. As with conventional Spec-seq (11, 12) , for any specific binding site, the relative affinity should be directly proportional to the ratio of bound to unbound reads (Eq. 6), and the relative binding energy can be derived from the natural logarithm of that and represented in kT units.
For all TFs, ePWMs and eLogos (18, 19) were based on the data regression of the TF's binding energy to its reference sequence and sequences with single-nucleotide mismatches, where methylated "M" or "W" represents the additional energy contribution between methylated and unmethylated cytosine, either in the top or bottom strand. The Meth-ePWMs for each protein in this study are provided in fig. S2 . Software for the regression, eLogo production, and sequence searches are described in text S2.
Two-color competitive fluorescence anisotropy
Fluorescence anisotropy is a powerful solution-based technique to characterize protein-ligand interactions (20, 21, 47) . For protein-DNA interaction studies, one usually titrates the protein of interest from low to high concentration while keeping the fluorescently labeled DNA probe at the same concentration for the binding reactions and then records the anisotropy signal change to estimate binding affinity between protein and its target sequence. There are three related issues. First, the fluorescence anisotropy signal is known to be highly sensitive to buffer conditions, that is, pH, temperature, presence of glycerol, and ionic strength, all of which change the rotational speed of fluorophores, thus very often repeating an experiment could produce variable results by up to 50% affinity difference or 0.5 kT energy deviation. To characterize the potentially subtle effect of mCpG on protein-DNA interactions, this data variation is far from ideal. Second, to determine the absolute binding affinity between any protein and its ligand, one must have accurate knowledge of functional protein concentration titrated into each sample instead of total protein concentration. For some "hardto-fold" proteins like zinc finger domains, it is entirely possible that only a small fraction of recombinant proteins produced are properly folded and functional; therefore, the determined binding affinity for each sequence could be underestimated. Third, choosing a suitable site for fluorescent labeling becomes more challenging because of the proteinfluorophore interactions in high protein concentration range, and it is indicated by altered total fluorescence emission intensity. Under these conditions, the true saturation range for a protein-DNA interaction is confounded and compromises data accuracy. For most applications, only the relative affinities to different DNA sequences or, equivalently, the differences in binding free energy are needed, not absolute K D values. Relative binding affinities can be measured using CFA, where the binding to the labeled DNA is in competition with an unlabeled DNA with a different sequence (22) . That approach relieves some of the complications of standard fluorescence anisotropy experiments, but there remain issues about knowing the absolute differences in concentration of the two DNAs and variations in conditions between different reactions.
To address the above problems and validate our Methyl-Spec-seq results, we developed a modified version of the competitive fluorescence anisotropy method, 2color-CFA, to study TF-DNA interaction specificity and methylation sensitivity ( Fig. 2A) . By measuring the anisotropy to both fluorescently labeled DNA sequences competing for the same pool of protein in exactly the same reaction, we can obtain relative affinities directly from the changes in anisotropy of the two fluorophores. We label the two DNA probes with TAMRA and FAM separately, using TAMRA for the reference site (methylated) and FAM for the competitor site. In a control experiment, the reference sequence is labeled with both TAMRA and FAM to determine the relative change in anisotropy for the two fluorescent dyes under identical occupancies of the binding sites. This difference is taken into account when determining the relative occupancy of two different binding sites, from which relative binding affinities are obtained (Eqs. 1 to 3).
Preparation of reference and competitor probes
High-performance liquid chromatography-purified FAM-and TAMRAlabeled DNA oligos were purchased from IDT. Under 2× NEB buffer 4 conditions, 30 ml of 100 nM forward strand oligo and 20 ml of 100 nM FAM-or TAMRA-labeled reversed strand oligo were mixed together, denatured at 95°C, and then annealed by gradient temperature decrease to room temperature at an average speed of 1°C/5 s. The final dsDNA oligo probes were calibrated at a concentration of 40 pM/ml. Figure 2B shows a full list of oligo sequences used in 2color-CFA.
Protein-DNA binding reaction All protein-DNA binding reactions were run in 1× NEB CutSmart buffer in 96-well plate format (Corning, Nonbinding Surface) at room temperature (25°C). In each 100-ml reaction, 30 nM FAM-and TAMRAlabeled dsDNA were used as a starting point for anisotropy measurement. Protein solutions were titrated into each sample from 0 to 100% relative concentrations using a preprogrammed Eppendorf epMotion 5075 liquid handler. Because it is known that fluorescence anisotropy experiment is sensitive to the buffer salt condition, usually no more than 5% v/v protein solution was titrated into each sample. In addition, protein blank buffer with the same composition as the protein stock was used to counterbalance the effect of increasing volume of protein solution in each subsequent set.
Fluorescence anisotropy measurement
After incubating the binding reactions for at least 30 min to reach equilibrium, the sample plate was loaded onto a Tecan Safire 2 plate reader for anisotropy measurement. The G factor was set to be 1.0 by default and can be further calibrated to match the instrument condition. For FAM, excitation and emission wavelengths were set at 470 and 520 nM, respectively, at a bandwidth of 20 nM, whereas for TAMRA, they were set at 530 and 580 nM, respectively, at the same bandwidth. Each sample was measured 15 times at room temperature (25°C), and the mean anisotropy was calculated. Anisotropy measurement data from four independent experiments are shown in fig. S3 .
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